G20 networking infrastructure
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“The IT system can’t
fail when the world is
watching; particularly when we have
2,500 international journalists whose
perspective on the entire event could have
been shaped by poor download speeds and the
inability to log on. The media centre could have
been a hot bed of dissatisfaction and broody
media discontent. Instead, it was a triumph,
and we received fabulous feedback
GNet not only met, but exceeded, our expectations.”
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112 Dimension Data

personnel deployed

G20 Solution Fact Sheet

Client

Timeline

Department of Prime
Minister and Cabinet

Contract awarded in
December 2013. Solution
delivered in November 2014

Scope

Dimension Data was engaged to
deliver ICT services and support for
the two-day G20 Leaders’ Summit,
as well as for a number of lead
up meetings, including the four
Sherpa meetings, and the Finance
ministers meeting.
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G-Net Sherpa. G-Net Sherpa is the small scale version of G-Net, designed
to provide an ICT service for 100-200 attendees. As the G20 Sherpa
meetings occurred in four different venues G-Net Sherpa was a low
complexity, readily transportable and deployable environment.
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G-Net Summit. G-Net Summit is the large scale version of G-Net,
designed to provide an ICT service for 8500 attendees.
The summit solution revolved around the provision of a high speed, secure
internet service, which was provided across 18 different locations around
Brisbane during November 2014.

Solution

• Kiosk style IT facilities – GNET Terminals
• Desktop PCs – GNET Desktop
• High speed WiFi access
• Direct wired connection
• Wired connection with dedicated bandwidth
• IP Telephony services for Individual Handsets,
and Meeting room phones
• Integrated and secure identity management
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Cloud. Dual cloud platforms in Sydney and Melbourne provided back-end
compute IT Infrastructure services.

Benefits
Seamless experience, significant cost
reductions, no capital expenditure, no
assets to depreciate, extremely high
availability, reduced risk, high agility.

For further information, please contact:
Pete Murray, Director,
Business Units, Dimension Data

Outcome
Australia showcased IT innovation
to the world, delegates experienced
seamless, world-class services.

pete.murray@dimensiondata.com
Phone: 02 61022571
Mobile: 0 448866765

